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Whatever you¢ÃÂÂre studying, it¢ÃÂÂs likely that you¢ÃÂÂll be asked to use and demonstrate critical thinking. This term covers a range of things across different subjects, but, in essence, it means a willingness to ask questions. "Why has this experiment turned out the way it has?" "How might the design of this product be improved?" "What
influenced this author's opinion?"Ã Â When you think critically: you don't just accept information or situations that are given to you you try to understand why they are the way they are you ask what other possibilities exist, and what you might be able to do about them Thinking critically is the pumping heart of academic work, keeping the whole
business alive. If we aren't prepared to think critically about the world around us, who will? Critical thinking is also an everyday skill that we need to navigate the world around us, from advertising to politics andÃ Âfake news. Like many core skills, thinking critically in an academic environment will build on our existing capabilities but it should also
stretch them. Just like physical exercise, there's an element of necessary discomfort in this. However, the outcome will ultimately be positive, and you should leave university with a wider range of tools for thinking ¢ÃÂÂ and acting ¢ÃÂÂ critically. This interactive digital workshopÃ Âwill introduce some of the key principles of critical reading and
writing and A series of strategies that you can apply to your academic work. Bloom Taxonomy Bloom's taxonomy model (view here on Google Slides) is a learning hierarchy that is used to develop learning activities, evaluation and marking criteria. All levels of the Bloom model are important to demonstrate in your work: from a solid basis based on
understanding and application of the right facts, knowledge and information through balanced analysis and evaluations and a peak composed of your original interpretation and thought. Make sure to interact with all levels of the model, including the greatest critical skills to analyze, evaluate and create is essential to work to reach higher degrees on
your course. Our short video on Bloom's taxonomy - explains the thought behind the model, as it applies to university assessment and how you can use it to help develop your analytic skills. Critical analysis in practice - A paragraph or a critical analysis section will demonstrate not only that you have read one or more sources, but also that you
understand The implications of sources are for your work. It is likely to involve the following stages, organized in a single paragraph or through multiple paragraphs in a longer analysis section: describe the evidence: what does the source tell us? If you agree, use a strong reporting language (Jones ET AL Demonstrate, Jones et al sident). Otherwise,
show your skepticism with a weak signaling language (Jones et al claimed, Jones et al claimed) Identify limits or gaps: Â Is the search robust? What limitations did the authors themselves identify? More research helps fill gaps? Alternative developments: are there any other possible interpretations? Do other research contradict the results? There has
been a development erartsom erartsom rep itnof id isetniS )?opmet len etaibmac onos inoinipo el ¨Ãoic( opmac led interpretation: Can you sum up your position based on the process you followed above? What does this mean for your argument or hypothesis? Download this critical analysis framework (PDF, 52.6KB) to help structure analysis of
multiple sources based on these steps. From description to analysis You might read the need to demonstrate critical thinking, writing or analysis in your academic feedback, but remain uncertain about how to change from description to critical analysis. Some descriptions are usually necessary to set the scene in each paragraph, but you need to make
sure that you are not only telling the story of the results and theories of other people. The things you might express in your writing include considering the following questions: Is this research or proof credible? How could it be improved? Other people opposed it? How do you refer to the other evidence in your subject? Here are some examples that
illustrate the differences between descriptive and critical analytic writing. Descriptive and critical writing Descriptive writing states what happened, when it happened and how it happened identifies the meaning of something that happened affirms what something is how it assesses its strengths and weakness states the order in which things
happened information structures in order of importance explains what a theory says discusses the importance, lacks or relevance of a theory in relation to a subject explains how something indicates why something works (best) The Study Manual, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, p286. Make an attempt to identify how you have been descriptive or
critical in your writing. Take a look at the descriptive or critical writing model (PDF, 416KB) and use it to explore an example of your work – you have found the right balance of description and criticismSocratic Question Socratic interrogated is a rigorous evaluation technique that can be used to test requests and hypotheses. It takes its name from
the ancient Greek philosopher Socrates, who encouraged his students to reach his conclusions by questioning and examining ideas, rather than accepting ideas and information to the nominal value. Socrates was condemned to death by drinking the cicuta poles the authority of the Athenian state, or in the words of his disciple Plato, to "do not believe
in the gods of the state". His heredity is an approach that puts in the foreground the importance of looking for evidence before making hypotheses and being willing to question the authority. The â € œ â € â € ‹types of Socratic questions there are six categories of Socratic questions indicated below, with suggestions on how you could apply them to
your evaluation of sources and tests. In search of clarifications how does it refer to the topic? What else do you need to discover the topic? Survey hypothesis on what is the statement based? Does the complaint be verified or verified elsewhere? Survey tests What is the test or test? What examples are provided? Are the tests and examples valid,
reliable and sufficient? Question a point of view what are the alternative opinions or opinions? What are the strengths and weaknesses of the affirmation? Questioning the implications what could mean this in practice? What are the probable consequences? Question the question why is the question important? What other questions could also be
relevant? So how could I use it in my writing? Whenever it identifies and read a source, these questions will help you interpret it and evaluate their strengths and weaknesses. It is your role, as a critical writer, carefully report the evidence in your writing. Some of the following sentences taken from University of Manchester academics could help:
previous studies have not faced researchHe's been focusing on... The research does not take into account... The main weakness of the study is... The main limitation of this topic is... The study overlooks... The University of Manchester Academic Phrasebank is the release of a project that examined academic writing published by different disciplines
and areas of study and broke it in the most commonly used phrases. Visit the academic phrase bank to have some ideas on how to organize and structure your critical writing. Critical reading and writing of the lawfulness code are important skills to help you draw key information from a text and use it critically in your writing. The lawfulness code
theory (LCT) is a useful way to think about the process visually. What is LCT? LCT is a theory that can be applied to a wide range of academic situations and uses what is known as a semantic wave. It represents the different stages of understanding and application of academic sources of information, as well as how these sources apply to their
academic work. It is useful to help you visualize the critical reading of a text, as well as to structure the paragraphs of the essay. Packaging This involves taking an academic text, identifying important points, and transferring it to a more accessible language. This includes: Description: How would you describe what you read or are writing to prove
that you understand? Tests: What tests or examples could be used to support the description? This shows that we understand the context. At the end of the packaging section, you should reach the bottom of the semantic wave. Repacking This is where critical analysis comes. Since you need to complete the wave can be really useful to help you
understand whether you have analyzed or notThis includes thinking about why what you read or written in unpacking suitcases is important to your work. This means putting the context-independent topic introduced during the unpacking stage into the context of your reading, essay or assignment. Detailing this shows that you understand why
including the points you have raised are important and relevant. To finish the wave, think about concluding and drawing together all of the information you have explored, and summarising it so that it leads nicely onto the next piece of reading or essay paragraph. Applying LCT in practice When critical analysis is lacking in a piece of writing, its
structure will often look like an incomplete wave. The sources have been described (unpacked) but have not been effectively analysed (repacked). It is easy to visualise how a lack of critical analysis means that the flow of your essay looks disjointed and incomplete. You can check your work by identifying the different sections of the wave in each of
your paragraphs using theÃ ÂLCT writing framework (.doc, 44.3KB). In contrast, a critical essay or piece of reading will typically follow a wave pattern like the one below. Ideas are unpacked, evidence and examples are explored, then the ideas are repacked using your own words to summarise and connect. It is easy then to visualise how all your
paragraphs fit together, and how the essay has a coherent connecting thread that runs through it. LCT paragraph structure: Concept:Ã ÂIntroduce the concept and main idea (also known as the controlling idea) being developed. This is also known as the topic sentence. Unpacking:Ã ÂElaborate on the concept or context to unpack or explore the
concept in a more specific way. Evidence and examples:Ã ÂIntroduce some concrete examples to illustrate the (now unpacked) concept. This will typically be introduced with phrases like "findings demonstrate", for example. Repacking:Ã ÂWhat can be learnt or drawn out of the examples to shed further light on the concept? This repacking process
Your interpretation or understanding of the concept. To complete: summarize and trace together the points carried out on the control idea to create a complete message of cié that is discussed in the paragraph. For more information on the theory of the legitimacy code, visit the LCT Center: resources and more information on the best advice and
resources look for a series of high quality tests (from sources published with references, rather than anecdotal). Visit the research skills of the Library of the University of Sheffield and seminars of critical thinking and online tutorial for more information. Express your interpretation of the tests and simply describe that it was written. Visit the
academic phrase of the Manchester University to view examples. Prepare to question everything, regardless of the perceived authority of the source. Remember that experts are not always right! Visit English for academic purposes reading critically. Try to summarize more than a perspective when possible to identify potential problems or limitations,
try the LCT model as a way to view your critical commitment with sources through a piece of writing. Visit the LCT center for resources and further information. See also: Williams, K. (2009) Tasking study: become critical. Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan Cottrell, S. (2008) The manual of scholarships. Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan Macmillan
Download Free PDF Download PDF Download Free PDF View PDF. Research Project - Student Copy. by Aniruddha Ghosh. ... The The MEADOW MEADOW Guidelines Guidelines Project funded within the 6 th Framework Programme of the European Commission's DG Research The MEADOW Guidelines The The MEADOW Guidelines Guidelines. All
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